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RULES OF THE GAME
1		GOAL
In It’s a Wonderful Kingdom, you are vying for the throne of the kingdom, intent on restoring
the rightful heir (you, of course) to the throne. You will need to make the best choices to develop
your duchy faster and better than your opponent. The game lasts 4 rounds. Each round, you will
Offer and Select cards (see page 3), which you will use to produce resources, and to develop
your duchy. After you have chosen all of your cards, you can decide whether to recycle some to
acquire resources immediately, or to slate them for construction, so they can produce resources each round and/or earn you Victory Points. At the end of the 4th round, the player with more
Victory Points wins the game.

2		CONTENTS
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

ANATOMY OF A DUCHY CARD
Victory points

Duchy’s icon

2×
Side

Production

A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

1 Production board
90 Resource cubes (20 Materials , 20 Population , 20 Gold , 20 Exploration ,
10 Krystallium )
30 Soldier tokens
4 Trap tokens
2 Spy tokens
4 Stolen tokens
3 Quest boards and 8 Quest tokens
1 Round-Tracker token
130 cards (2 Duchy cards, 70 Development cards, 10 Treasure cards, 8 Calamity cards, 26
Menace cards, 14 Advisor cards)
1 score board + 1 erasable marker

Duchy’s name

Alchemy area

ANATOMY OF A DEVELOPMENT CARD
Construction
cost

×

2

Structure

Name

Construction
bonus
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Monument
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Card type
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ALCHEMICAL
FORGE WRECK
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DEVELOPMENT
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Specialist

TREASURE CARD

Recycling
bonus

ALCHEMICAL FORGE

ROYAL CAVALRY

Area for the constructed
Development cards

Discovery
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Victory points

Production

Victory points

CALAMITY

1

1

PRODUCTION RESOLUTION ORDER
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CALAMITY

Development deck

Calamity deck

Game round and
player who starts
the round
3

Offering area 2

7.

■

YOUR PLAY AREA

■

7

4		SETUP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2

Place the board in the middle of the table, and place the Round-Tracker token
on round 1. Leave a little space on each side of the board for the two Offering
areas.
Shuffle the Development cards and Treasure cards together to form the Development deck, then place it face down on the table.
Take the 8 Calamity cards and place them in a face-up stack beside the Development deck.
Place the Resource cubes and Soldier tokens on their dedicated spaces.
Each player takes a starting Duchy (you both must play the same side: both A
or both B; we suggest you start with side A. You can play side B once you know
the game better).
Each player takes the 2 Trap tokens corresponding to their Duchy.

7
Area for
constructed
Development
cards

Construction Area

5
Selection Area

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

Note: At the end of this phase, you might not have the same number of cards
in your respective Selection areas. That is OK!
Remark: Although it is rare that you would want to, you are allowed to add
all of your Offering cards to the Offering that still has cards in it, such that
the other remains empty. Similarly, your opponent is welcome to select the
empty Offering to avoid taking cards they don’t want. There is no limit to the
number of cards that can be in an Offering area.
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2×

■

Using the Trap tokens: You each have 2 Trap tokens available each round. Use
these tokens to place cards face down in the Offering areas. When you are adding
cards to the Offering areas, you can spend 1 Trap token to place 1 of them face
down, or spend both Trap tokens to place both cards face down. Neither of you
is allowed to look at face-down cards in the Offering areas, no matter who placed
them! If you select an Offering with face-down cards in it, put them in your Selection area,
still face down, without looking at them (you will look at them in the Planning phase). At
the beginning of each round, collect your spent Trap tokens so you start the round with
2. Because you always start each round with 2 Trap tokens, you might as well use them!

PLAYER 1: DISTRIBUTE ANY 2 OF YOUR HAND CARDS
TO 1 – 2 OFFERING AREAS

NEXUS

1

LAIR OF
BURNIN

G SAN
D

1
NAVIGATORS

At the end of the rulebook, you will also find specific rules for playing solo (see page 7).

■

CALAMITY

PLACE 1 DEVELOPMENT CARD FROM THE DECK FACE UP
IN EACH OFFERING AREA

4

Each player must arrange their cards as follows to organize their play area (see below). Provide sufficient space above your Duchy card to add your constructed
Development cards. You must also have room for a Selection area for the round in
progress and a Construction area (these can be to the left or right of your Duchy,
depending on whether you are left− or right-handed).
Finally, choose a Module to add, and apply its Setup rules (see page 9).

-4

2

The following rules teach you the basics of how the game works; however, you will never
play the game this way. Each time you play, you must choose one of the modules and
add it to the game. Each module modifies or supplements the rules. Module rules always
supersede the basic game rules. The rules for each included module are explained at the
end of the rulebook (see page 8).

5

■
■

Deal 7 Development cards face down from the deck to each player; each player
also adds 1 Calamity card to their hand to have 8 cards in total. You can look at
your cards, but do not show them to your opponent. Shuffle them so your opponent
doesn’t know where the Calamity card is.
Place 1 card from the Development deck face up on each of the 2 Offering areas.
The 1st player begins with an Offering: Look at the cards in your hand and
choose 2 to place face up on the Offering area(s) of your choice. You can place
both in the same area, or one in each.
The 2nd player follows with a Selection. Choose one of the Offering areas, collect
all the cards from it, and add them to your Selection area.
The 2nd player then offers 2 cards from their hand, distributing them as desired in
one or both Offering areas (do not discard cards remaining there from previous
turns; the unselected cards accumulate).
The 1st player Selects an Offering area, and collects all the cards from there; then
makes a new Offering.
Continue like this until neither player has any cards left in their hand. The 1st player
ends the phase with their 4th Selection. Discard all cards remaining in the Offering
area, and move on to the Planning phase.

FARM

3		 GAME MODE

6

DEAL 7 DEVELOPMENT CARDS
+ 1 CALAMITY CARD TO EACH PLAYER

The Choice Phase spans 16 successive turns, alternating between an Offering turn and a Selection turn. The 1st player for each round is automatically
determined by the round in progress. An arrow (near the round number on
the board) points at this player. The 1st player will Offer cards first this round,
and will Select cards last this round.
■

Area for constructed
Development cards

C. PRODUCTION PHASE

A. CHOICE PHASE

Selection
area

RoundTracker token

2
Discard
area

Construction
area

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

4

Construction
area

B. PLANNING PHASE

A. Choice phase — Take turns
B. Planning phase — Simultaneous
C. Production phase — Simultaneous
At the end of the 4th round, both players count their Victory Points.

2×

2

Selection
area

The game lasts 4 rounds. Each round comprises the 3 following phases:

Supremacy
Soldier
training area

4
Resources
supply

A. CHOICE PHASE

3

Offering area 1
Supremacy
Soldier
training area

5		 PLAYING THE GAME

Link Strategy: Each card type is linked to a resource. If you want to construct a card, you must
produce the matching resources.

3

2×

Area for constructed
Development cards

PLAYING A ROUND

1

SETUP

6

1

A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

5

PLAYER 2: COLLECT ALL CARDS FROM ONE OFFERING AREA AND
PLACE THEM IN YOUR SELECTION AREA (DON’T FLIP ANY!)

2×

SELECTION AREA
A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

FARM

NEXUS

1

PLAYER 2: DISTRIBUTE ANY 2 OF YOUR HAND CARDS TO
1 – 2 OFFERING AREAS
PLAYER 1: COLLECT ALL CARDS FROM ONE OFFERING AREA AND
PLACE THEM IN YOUR SELECTION AREA (DON’T FLIP ANY!)
REPEAT UNTIL BOTH PLAYERS’ HANDS ARE EMPTY (I.E. 4×)

3

B. PLANNING PHASE

Both of you flip all face-down cards in your Selection area face up. Now each of you must
make a choice for each card in your Selection area. For each card, you have 2 options:

SLATE IT FOR CONSTRUCTION
or
RECYCLE IT

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

ROYAL CAVALRY
Example:
× ROYAL CAVALRY
The Expeditionary Force2 produces
×
:
2 × 1 for each
This means it produces
card in
your Duchy. (The Expeditionary Force card triggers
itself indeed.)

Duchy
Construction
Area

This phase ends once you both have removed all of the cards from your Selection area,
whether by recycling them or slating them for Construction.

FARM

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

×

NEXUS

2

Selection Area

4

FARM

CALAMITY

2×

BARRACKS

OR

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

Construction Area

Duchy

3

Duchy

1

Discard area

If you don’t have any there,
immediately place 1 Soldier
token in your Training area.

Collect the
Recycling bonus…

4

4

Development deck

2×

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

2

2

3

Example: Simon produces 3 , which he places on the Barracks, completing its construction. He adds the card to his Duchy, and during the very next Production step (Population), it will produce 1 .

BARRACKS

…OR RECYCLE IT

C. PRODUCTION PHASE

1

Note: There is no restriction on construction; you can construct several copies of the same card.

If you have any Soldier
tokens in your Training area,
immediately take 1 Soldier
token from there.

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

During each step, you both simultaneously produce the corresponding type of Resource.
Resolve production in the order indicated on the board:

Return all cubes/Soldiers on it to their respective supplies.
Collect its Construction bonus, if it has one.
Add the card to your Duchy, placing it overlapping the previous card so all cards’
Production icons remain visible (see illustration below).

2. Supremacy bonus: Announce your Production total for this step to your opponent. If
you have produced more of this Resource than your opponent, you earn the Supremacy
bonus, and:
2×

This phase comprises 4 sequential Production steps, one for each type of Resource.

■
■
■

1

Treasure cards are special cards. You must recycle them during
the Planning phase (they cannot be slated for construction), but
they are worth 2 Resources when you recycle them.

-4

Note: The Resources are not limited to the components included. If you run
out of cubes, you can replace cubes in your Alchemy area with another color,
or wait until someone completes a card under construction, or even replace
cubes on cards under construction with Krystallium.
Once all of the spaces of a card under construction are filled, its construction is complete:

×

SLATE IT FOR CONSTRUCTION…

Note: If recycling a card permits you to place the final construction Resource
on another card, this immediately completes its construction (see C. Production phase, 3. Construction). Place it directly on your Duchy, with its Production visible. It will be able to produce Resources this round.

Calamity cards are special cards. They cannot be recycled;
you must immediately add them to your Duchy. They are worth −4
VP at the end of the game.

4(

3

■

Slate it for construction: Move the card to your Construction area (the card is
considered “under construction”).
Recycle it: Discard the card and collect its Recycling Bonus. Collect the indicated Resources from the board and place each directly onto a card under construction (see “completing a card under construction”) or onto the Alchemy area of your
Duchy card.

2× 2

1

■

Remark: Certain cards have a Production icon that represents a card type
,
,
,
). This icon counts once for each card of that type you
have in your Duchy. If you have no cards of this type, this card produces
nothing.

FARMROYAL CAVALRY
ALCHEMICAL
WRECK
FORGE
OF THE LEONARTH

CHOOSE FOR EACH CARD IN YOUR
SELECTION AREA

FARM

Construction bonus: Certain cards grant you a Construction bonus, generating Soldier tokens or Krystallium cubes. Immediately take these Soldier
tokens and/or Krystallium cubes and place them on your Duchy card (you
only get the bonus one time, when construction is completed). Regarding
Soldier tokens, take them directly from the general supply without modifying
your Training area.

Keep Soldier tokens until you use them (see Modules, page 8).
Materials

► Population

► Gold

► Exploration

3. Construction: Take the number of Resource cubes you counted for this Production
step from the corresponding supply. Immediately distribute them among your cards
under construction and/or the Alchemy area on your Duchy card.

Performing a Production step

1. Production: Count the number of icons you produce that match the current Production step. Only
count the icons in your Duchy card, and Development cards you’ve constructed); ignore cards under
construction.

Construction Area

2×
PORT

MARKET

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

Production step, so
Example: It is the Material
each player counts their
icons in their Duchy. In
this example, Benjamin produces 5 Materials .

2×

…and place the Resource
on the Alchemy area of your
Duchy card or on a card in
your Construction area.

■
■

You cannot move Resource cubes you have already placed to other cards later.
You cannot save Resource cubes (except Krystallium ) for a later phase or
round. Cubes in your Alchemy area are no longer considered Resources; they
remain on your Duchy card from round to round until they transmute into Krystallium
(see Transmuting Cubes into Krystallium).

Remember: Resource cubes can only be placed on cards under construction
or on the Alchemy area of your Duchy card.

SCHOLARS

GUILDHALL

NEXUS

1
A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

4

5

Transmuting cubes into Krystallium

Each time you have 5 Resource cubes in the Alchemy area of your Duchy
card (regardless of their types), immediately discard them to gain 1 Krystallium cube, which you can keep on your Duchy card. You can keep Krystallium cubes indefinitely, and at any time, you can use a Krystallium cube
as any Resource cube, or to fill a space requiring Krystallium. Krystallium cannot replace
Soldier tokens.

Once you both have placed your Resources, move on to the next Production step. If
this was the final Production step (Exploration ), the round is complete. Move the
Round-Tracker token to the next round, which swaps the turn order, as well.

6		 END OF THE GAME
The game ends at the end of the 4th round. Each player sums the Victory Points of their
Duchy. Use the score board to facilitate the tally:

2×

A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

■

2

■

2×

■

Remark: Resource cubes on your Duchy card can only be used to produce
Krystallium. You cannot retrieve them to place on cards under construction.

Certain spaces require a Krystallium cube or a Soldier token.

You can fill these spaces at any time by placing the appropriate item on them, if you have
it in your possession. Unlike Resource cubes, you can wait until later to place them.

MUNITIONS SPECIALISTS

Add your “gross” Victory Points: Your Victory points on cards in your
Duchy that do not depend on card types.
ROYAL GUARD
Add your “combo” Victory Points: Your Victory Points that depend
on the number of cards of a certain type that you have.
CALAMITY

-4 Subtract the negative Victory Points from Calamities.

ALCHEMICAL FORGE

Endgame example for Simon:
1 “Gross” Victory Points:
Simon has 3 cards with direct Victory Points (VP):		
2 “Combo” Victory Points:
ALCHEMICAL
He has 2 cards
with FORGE
combo Victory Points + his Duchy;
2 Monuments
they multiply
by 3, 4, and 2, respectively:
3 Negative Victory Points:

Note: Krystallium and Soldiers are worthless at the end of the game.

2+6+3 = 11 VP

(3+4+2)×4 = 36 VP

LAIR OF BURNING SAND

Remember: You can use a Krystallium cube as any Resource cube; however,
you cannot use it as a Soldier token.

Discarding a card under construction:

At any time, you can discard one of your cards under construction. If you do, collect its
Recycling bonus, placing the Resource cube in the Alchemy area of your Duchy card.
You lose any Resource cubes and Soldier tokens that were on the discarded card; they
return to their respective supplies. Warning: This action is not very good, because you
can only put the Recycling bonus from this in your Alchemy area toward generating
Krystallium cubes. If you wish to put Recycling bonuses on cards under construction, they can only come from cards from you Selection area during the Planning phase, never from your Construction area. However, if you realize you cannot
complete construction on a card, at least you can use its scrap to work toward making
Krystallium.
Remark: You keep your cards that are under construction, and all the Resource cubes and Soldier tokens on them from round to round.

6

-4

2

4×

CALAMITY

3

-4

1

3

2

3×

CALAMITY

×
MAJESTIC STATUE

BANQUET HALL

2

×

TAX OFFICE

2

2×

7		 SOLO MODE
Shuffle the Development deck (Development + Treasure cards) then draw 8 cards
from this deck without looking at them.
■ Add 4 Calamity cards to these 8 cards, then shuffle this deck, and place it face
down on the table. This will be the Danger deck.
■ Shuffle the rest of the development cards to form the Development deck, and
place it face up so the top card of this deck is always visible.
The game still lasts 4 rounds. Only the Choice phase is modified. The Planning and
Production phases still play out as usual.
■

1

3

GRAND LIBRARY

Total = 39 VP

Setup

MUNITIONS SPECIALISTS

6
SECRET FELLOWSHIP

As in a 2-player game, you need to include a Module to play solo. Setup and all phases
of the game are modified (see the list of changes below).

2

4

4

The player with the higher score wins the game, and is proven the true Monarch of the
Realm. In the case of a tie, the player with more cards in their Duchy wins. If there is still
a tie, the player with more Soldier tokens wins. Otherwise, you share the victory.

1

5

GRAND ARENA

He has 2 Calamities:					
2×(−4) = −8 VP
4 Krystallium ( ) and Soldiers are never worth Victory Points
5 Cards under construction are never worth Victory Points.
							

1

2

Note: You do not use Trap tokens in this game mode. Take 2 Spy tokens instead; one Available side up and the other Unavailable side up.
Choice Phase: Prepare for this phase by placing 2 cards from the Development deck
face up in each Offering area.
Select one of the two Offering areas and add all the cards from it to your Selection area.
■ Add 1 card from the Danger deck face down to the Offering area you did not
select.
■ Add 2 cards from the Development deck to the Offering area that is empty.
Do these 3 steps 4 times. The 4th time, just do the first step, then move on to the Planning
phase.
■

A DUCHY OF TÉRESSIE

Using a Spy token: You can spend a Spy token (flip it to its Unavailable side)
to reveal a face-down card.
■

Search: Once per round, as soon as you have selected an Offering, you can discard 2 face-up Development cards (not Calamities) from that area to look at the
top 3 cards of the Development deck and choose one to place in the Offering area
before collecting the cards from it.

Note: If you collected face-down cards, you cannot look at them until the
Planning phase.
At the end of the Choice phase, discard any remaining cards in the Offering areas. If any
Spy tokens are Unavailable side up, flip one of them to its Available side. Available Spy
tokens carry over from round to round.
Planning phase: Play this phase as usual, then move on to Production.
Production phase: Because you are the only player, the Supremacy rule is modified.
You can only collect the Supremacy bonus for a Resource if you produced at least 5 of
that Resource this round. Collect the Soldier token from your Training area, or if there
isn’t one there, add a Soldier token to your Training area.
End of the game: If you used the side A of your Duchy, subtract 15 Victory Points from
your score. Compare your score with the table of score of the chosen module.

7

MODULES

FROST GIANTS

Now you know the “general rules” of It’s a Wonderful Kingdom; however, each time you play, you must add one of these modules to the basic rules. The rules of the modules always
take priority over the base game rules. This often includes changes to the setup, as well.

A. CHOICE PHASE

The Menace module allows each player to embody a Menace bearing down on the Realm. The victory conditions
remain the same, but you must beware the Menaces.
You can identify cards from the Menace module by the
icon beside their names.
The Menace module adds a phase at the end of each
round (after Production): the Combat phase.

ANATOMY OF A MENACE CARD

-5
FROST GIANT

Effect of the Menace
while it is in the
Construction area

■

Remove the 8 Calamity cards from the game; return
them to the box.
Each player chooses one of the available Menace
decks and places it nearby.

8

Each Menace deck works differently, as explained
below. If this is your first time playing this mode, we
suggest pitting the Frost Giants against the Giant
Rats.

-5

-4

If you have taken any Menaces (yours or your opponent’s),
you must apply the effects as completely as possible.

C. PRODUCTION PHASE

Nothing is different, except for anything caused by Menaces in effect.

■

-4

×

After the Production phase, you can fight the Menaces
that are in your Construction area.
To vanquish a Menace, you must spend as many Soldier
tokens as indicated on the Menace card in question. Return the vanquished Menace to the box (unless the decks’
rules say otherwise); its effects no longer apply.
Remark: Any Menace that you do not vanquish in
the Combat phase will stay in effect until the next
Combat phase; you cannot vanquish them in any
other phase.

VERMIN

Components: 4 Giant Rats; 10 Vermin
Difficulty to use: 3/5
Setup: In addition to placing the Giant Rats beside
you, place the Vermin cards as a face-up stack in
the middle of the table.
Effect on the Planning phase: If you have a Giant
Rat in your Selection area, move it to your Construction area, and add 1 Vermin card to your Construction area for each Giant Rat card there (including the
one you just movedGIANT
there).RAT

D. COMBAT PHASE

■
-2

-4

-4

GIANT RAT

GIANT RAT

×

×

Selection
Area

-2

-2

VERMIN

VERMIN

-4
GIANT RAT

Each Menace in your Construction area that you have not
vanquished will cause you to lose points at the end of the
game.

VERMIN

THIEVES

Difficulty to use: 3/5
Effect on the Planning
phase: If you have any Shadows in your Selection area
and/or Construction area, for
each such Shadow you have
not vanquished, you must dis-4 card 1 card from your SelecSHADOW
tion area (your choice) without
receiving its Recycling bonus.
Instead, your opponent adds a
Resource to their Alchemy area for each card the Shad2×
ows make you discard.

Components: 4
4 Stolen tokens

Thieves;

Difficulty to use: 3/5
Effect on the Planning
phase: If you have any
-4 Thieves in your Selection
area, for each Thief, you must
THIEF
take a Stolen token and cover one of the Resource icons
your Duchy would normally produce. This 1 Resource
cube will not be produced in the Production phase, and
thus also will not contribute toward the Supremacy bonus.

A card that is still frozen cannot be recycled.
To vanquish a Frost Giant, you must spend the required Soldiers AND complete construction of the
frozen card.
If you have enough Soldiers, but cannot complete
construction of the card, the Frost Giant stays in
play, and the card stays frozen.

A DUCHY
OF TÉRESSIE
FARM

Then move all Shadows from your Selection area to your
Construction area.
If you must discard a Treasure, your opponent adds 2 Resources, rather than 1, to their Alchemy area.
Note: The Resources your opponent gains this
way can only be used to transmute into Krystallium; they cannot be used as Resources for
construction. Thus it also does not matter which
type of cube your opponent uses.

When you vanquish a Thief, remove the Stolen token of
your choice from your Duchy. Your Duchy’s ability to produce that Resource is restored.

SOLO MODE

Follow the solo rules, as described page 7. Replace the
Calamity cards with the Menace deck of your choice.
When doing a Search, you cannot discard Menace cards.
At the end of the game, depending on the Menace deck
you chose, compare you final score with the requirements
below:

GIANT RATS

Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+

FROST GIANTS

Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+

SHADOWS

Effect on the Planning phase: If you have any Shadows
in your Selection area and/or Construction area, for each
such Shadow you have not vanquished, you must discard
1 card from your Selection area (your choice) without receiving its Recycling bonus.

-2
VERMIN

×

END OF THE GAME

Each Frost Giant must go beneath a card.
You cannot have 2 Frost Giants beneath the same
card.
■ If you do not have enough cards under construction
to respect these rules, you must slate one of the
cards from your Selection area for construction so
you can place the Frost Giant beneath it.
Each Frost Giant freezes the card atop it. The card’s construction cannot be completed until the Frost Giant is vanquished. You can still add the required resources to it as
usual, but you cannot move it to your Duchy card until you
have sent the required number of Soldiers to their demise
to defeat the Frost Giant.
■
■

■
■

Construction Area

VERMIN

Components: 4 Shadows

Then move the Thief to your Construction area.

×

■
■
■

SHADOWS

-2

GIANT RAT

Menaces affect the player who took them.

All Menace effects (except for the rules for one particular
deck) apply during the Planning phase.

Remark: Thus each game pits 2 Menaces against
each other; never more.
■

Menaces can neither be recycled nor constructed; they
automatically go to the Construction area at the end of
this phase.

Name

Type of Menace

GIANT RATS

B. PLANNING PHASE

Combat cost

Victory Points if
the Menace is not
vanquished

THE DIFFERENT MENACE DECKS

The rest of the phase places as usual.

If you have any doubt about the order in which their effects
should apply, always apply the most unfavorable for you
first.

SETUP
■

Instead of taking a Calamity card, you each take a Menace card from your Menace deck to bring your hand up
to 8 cards.

Difficulty to use: 2/5
Effect on the Planning
phase: If you have a Frost
Giant in your Selection area,
you must place it beneath a
card under construction (splay
the cards so the Frost Giant’s
-5 Combat cost in Soldiers is visFROST GIANT
ible). You can place it beneath
either a card that is still under construction from a prior
round, or a card that you
newlyGIANT
slated for construction.
FROST

1		 MENACE MODULE
Interaction: 4/5
Difficulty: 3/5

Components: 4 Frost Giants

-2

Example: Benoit collects 1 Giant Rat. He already has 1
Giant Rat and 1 Vermin in his Construction area. He adds
the Giant Rat to his Construction area +2 Vermin (1 for
each Giant Rat).

Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+

THIEVES

Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+
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2		 ADVISORS MODULE
Interaction: 2/5
Difficulty: 2/5
The Advisors module offers both players access to Advisors. The victory conditions remain the same, but you can
employ the Advisors’ unique abilities.
Contents: 14 Advisors

ANATOMY OF
AN ADVISOR
CARD

Each Advisor has an ability that you can activate by spending a certain number of Soldier tokens. You can activate
each Advisor’s ability several times per game, provided
you can pay for it. Each card specifies the phase during
which you can activate it.
Attention: You can only activate each ability once
per round.

SETUP
■
■

Selection bonus
PIRATE OF THE FIVE SEAS

Name

The Advisors module adds an area to each player’s play
area: the Advisors’ area. This is where your Advisors will
go.

■

Pay 4
: During production,
produce 4 additional
(this does not count toward Supremacy).

Ability

Card
type

■

Shuffle the Advisor cards to form a face-down deck.
You each draw 2 Advisor cards, choose one, and
place it in your Advisors’ area; return the other to the
box face down.
Remove the 10 Treasure cards from the Development deck, and add the 10 remaining Advisor cards.
Shuffle the Development deck.
You each begin the game with 2 Soldier tokens.

A. CHOICE PHASE

You might find yourself with Advisors in your first hand.
You can offer Advisors like any other card.
When you select an Offering, place all Advisors from it
directly into your Advisors’ area.

Construction Area

A DUCHY OF VALADOS

10

You can activate Advisors whose abilities apply to this
phase.

B. PLANNING PHASE

If you reveal an Advisor that was face down during
the Planning phase, immediately move it to your Advisors’ area and take the Soldier token it provides.
■ Advisors can neither be recycled nor constructed.
You can activate Advisors whose abilities apply to this
phase.

Selection Area

3		 QUEST MODULE
Interaction: 1/5
Difficulty: 1/5

■

C. PRODUCTION PHASE

You can activate Advisors whose abilities apply to this
phase.

END OF THE GAME

You can activate Advisors whose abilities apply to the end
of the game.
■

Advisors are not worth any Victory Points at the end
of the game.

Follow the solo rules, as described page 7. You will not
use Advisor cards bearing the 2-player logo ; put them
back in the box. Draw 2 Advisor cards, choose one and
place it in your Advisor’s area. Shuffle the other one with
the other Advisor cards. Replace the 10 Treasure cards
with 10 Advisor cards. At the end of the game, compare
you final score with the requirements below:
Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+

Advisors’ area
2×

Advisors’ abilities are active as soon as you place them in
your Advisors’ area.

SOLO MODE

A PLAYER’S PLAY AREA

Area for
constructed
Development
cards

Selection bonus: Each Advisor that enters your Advisors’ area immediately earns you 1 Soldier token.

The Quest module adds a Quest board to each game.

The Quest module offers each player the opportunity to
pursue a quest step by step; however, only the final step is
mandatory. All steps before that are optional.

ANATOMY OF A QUEST CARD
2-player or Solo icon
The Usurper

TRACK DOWN THE
TRAITORS

Pay 4
Gain 2

:
.

(

Activation cost

■

You can perform Quest steps in any order (even the
final step). Each step has a cost and a benefit. At any
time, you can pay the cost and immediately benefit
from the benefit. Regarding the final step, if the 2
players complete it simultaneously, the 1st player for
the round completes it first.

Important Note: For steps with a Resource cost,
you can use cubes from your Alchemy zone. This
specific use overrides the usual restriction.

)

FOIL THEIR PLOT

Pay 5
:
Discard up to 2 Calamity cards.

RECRUIT MERCENARIES

Pay 5
Gain 4

:
.

VANQUISH THE RENEGADE
ARMY
Pay 15
:
if you are the first to
Gain 2
complete this Step.

Benefits
Contents: 3 Quest boards, 8 Completed Step tokens,
2 Spy tokens

CREDITS
Game design: Frédéric Guérard
Development: Benoit Bannier
Illustrations: Anthony Wolff
Project chiefs: Benoit Bannier & Guillaume Gille-Naves
Artistic direction: Igor Polouchine

■ You must pay the entire cost of a step at once.
Once you have completed a step, place a Completed Step
token of your color on the step in question to indicate that
you have completed it. You cannot complete the same
step twice; however, each player can complete each step.

SETUP

Place one of the Quest boards (2-player
both players can reach it.

END OF THE GAME

You are only eligible to win if you have completed the final
step of the quest (remember, the other steps are optional).
If neither player is eligible to win, both players lose.

SOLO MODE
■
■
■

Use a Quest board (solo side up) of your choice.
Take the 4 Completed Step tokens of your color.
At the end of the game, compare your score with the
requirements below.

Bronze medal: 70 VP+
Silver medal: 95 VP+
Gold medal: 115 VP+

side up) where

You each take the 4 Completed Step tokens of your color.
All phases play as usual, except that you can complete
quest steps.

Playtesters: Simon, Benji, Benco, Fred, Elliot, Igor,
Greg, Florian, Julien, Damien, Marine, Joachim, Hervé,
Johann, Quentin, Karim, Romain, Simon, Vincent, and
Yodasensei.
Special thanks from the designer to Jo and Matthieu
It’s a Wonderful Kingdom is a game published by La
Boite de Jeu & Origames
©2021 La Boite de Jeu & Origames

La Boite de jeu
8, Grande Rue
21310 Belleneuve
www.laboitedejeu.com
Origames
52 avenue pierre Sémard
94200 Ivry sur Seine France
www.origames.fr
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If you add the Advisor cards to the Development deck, do not add the Treasure cards. If you add the Menace cards to the Danger deck, do not add the
Calamity cards.

		 SOLO SCENARIOS
SC01: RATS EVERYWHERE

“The vermin have invaded our farms! Unless we do something, we will have nothing to store up for winter. We
must take quick action to fend off this invasion before our
troops starve, which would surely cause our seizure of the
Throne to fail!”
Setup: Play with Solo mode and the Menace module,
and take the Giant Rats as the Menace. Place the 4 Farm
cards in your Construction area. You cannot recycle these
cards; you must construct them.
Special Rules: At the end of each round, after the Combat phase, take 1 Vermin card per Farm card still in your
Construction area. During the game, each Vermin you
defeat returns to the Vermin deck. Rats generate Vermin
as usual.
Loss Conditions:
■ Immediate: If the Vermin deck is empty at any moment whatsoever, you lose the game.
■ End of the game: If you have not constructed the 4
farms, you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 70 VP
Silver medal: 90 VP
Gold medal: 110 VP

SC:02 THE PROPHECY

“There came a man, who proclaimed himself a prophet.
He wanders our lands, announcing the end of our duchy.
The people believe his false prophecy, and now refuse to
obey. It is time to reestablish the truth and demonstrate
your grandeur to your subjects. But to do this, you will
need to accomplish great things. Things that, until now,
have been believed impossible.”
Setup: Play with Solo mode and the Advisors module.
Put the Development cards Infernal Gate, Secret Fellowship, and Royal Dungeon in your Construction area. Put
the Advisor cards Illuminated Prophet and Power Behind
the Throne in your Advisors’ area, then shuffle the other 9
advisors into the Development deck. Begin the game with
6 Soldier tokens.
Special Rules: Do not take Spy tokens at the beginning
of the game.
Loss Conditions: At the end of the game, if you have not
constructed the cards Infernal Gate, Secret Fellowship,
and Royal Dungeon, you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 60 VP
Silver medal: 80 VP
Gold medal: 100 VP
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SC:03 THE FROZEN NORTH

“Our navigators are ready to set sail to conquer the icy
lands of the North. Great riches await us there; however,
ancient texts also warn of forgotten menaces that lurk in
the depths of the ice. We must be careful not to attract the
wrath of the elements.”
Setup: Take the 1-player The Northern Lands Quest
board. Put the Development cards Great Lighthouse,
Navigators (×1), Port (×1), and Cache of Giants in your
Construction area. Take the Frost Giant Menace cards
and add them to the Danger deck in place of the 4 Calamity cards.
Loss Conditions: At the end of the game, if you have not
constructed the cards Great Lighthouse, Navigators (×1),
Port (×1) and Cache of Giants, you lose the game. If you
have not completed the final step of The Northern Lands
quest, you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 65 VP
Silver medal: 85 VP
Gold medal: 110 VP

SC:04 THE FINAL BATTLE

“We have been fighting for the throne for so long. And
here comes the Usurper, who robbed us of the throne. It
is time to regain what is rightfully ours. It is time to lead
our troops onto the battlefield to boot this throne-grabber
from our realm!”
Setup: Play with Solo mode and the Advisors module, and
with the 1-player The Usurper Quest board. Put the Development cards Recruiters, Grand Army (×1), Barracks (×1),
and Alchemical Forge in your Construction area. Put the
Advisor card Master Cartographer in your Advisors’ area
(add the other 10 advisors to the Development deck). Take
2 Soldier tokens.
Loss Conditions: At the end of the game, if you have
not constructed the cards Recruiter, Grand Army (×1),
Barracks (×1) and Alchemical Forge, you lose the game.
If you have not completed the final step of The Usurper
quest, you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 80 VP
Silver medal: 95 VP
Gold medal: 125 VP

SC05: THE THIEF GUILD

“Our duchy has been pillaged left and right. What we produce no longer reaches the castle. The Thief Guild has
seized everything we have. We cannot tolerate this situation any longer! But we must be careful, because the Guild
has allied with the Shadows to ward us off. And the Shadows are far more dangerous than a few filthy thieves!”
Setup: Play with Solo mode and the Menace module.
Create the Danger deck with the Shadow Menace cards.
Put the 4 Thief Menace cards in your Construction area.
Add the following cards to your Duchy, constructed: Hamlet (×1), Guildhall (×1). Put the 4 Thief tokens on the 4 resources that the Hamlet and Guildhall produce.
Special Rules: Each time a Shadow applies its effect
and makes you discard a card, place the resource (which
would normally go to your opponent) beside the Danger
deck.
Loss Conditions:
■ Immediate: If there are at least 5 resources beside
the Danger deck at any moment whatsoever, you
lose the game.
■ End of the Game: If you have not defeated the 4
Thieves, you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 80 VP
Silver medal: 95 VP
Gold medal: 120 VP

SC:06 ASSAULTED FROM EVERY SIDE

“Times are tough. In the North, the Usurper’s armies besiege us. In the South, the Pestilent Lord destroys our villages. We are overwhelmed by their numbers, and very
little food remains. We are going to have to rely on our
high rampart and our powerful munitions to repel our enemies. Luck be kind to us!”
Setup: Play with Solo mode and the Quest module. Take
the quests The Usurper and The Pestilent Lord. Put the
Barracks (×1), Royal Guard, High Rampart, and Munitions
Specialists in your Construction area.
Loss Conditions: At the end of the game, if you have
not completed the final step of both quests, you lose the
game. If you have not constructed the cards Barracks (×1),
Royal Guard, High Rampart, and Munitions Specialists,
you lose the game.
Bronze medal: 60 VP
Silver medal: 85 VP
Gold medal: 100 VP

